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From small detailed drawings on found paper, Matt Hinkley’s practice has expanded and developed to include three 
dimensional objects and original sculptural forms. 

In his current exhibition at Sarah Cottier Gallery, a sea of small pigmented polyurethane sculptures hover at eye-level 
from twisted wires. Each object, cast and pigmented, has been impressed with a pattern transferred from a sculpted 
plaster block. These patterns, pigments and embellishments, inspired equally by 60s Op art and 80s design (the Ital-
ian Memphis Group in particular), are both a study in the authenticity of process as well as a reward for the act of 
looking.

Although not immediately apparent, Hinkley acknowledges the influence of artist John Nixon in his work both for a 
‘punk’ approach and an instinctual method.  Hinkley, like Nixon, works with an honesty to the medium used and the 
objects represent only themselves and a record of their making. At their simplest, these works can be viewed as 
miniature compositions of form and colour.  Hinkley abstracts found objects to allow the viewer to see them anew, 
and although many of the tiny components are unrecognisable (finding new status as decorative patina), on close 
inspection it is possible to discover the overlooked minutiae that quietly accompany our contemporary lives:
electronic componentry & casings, driftwood, beans, shells, building hardware and even peanut shells.

Unassuming in scale, Hinkley’s sculptures reward those who are prepared to look. Their diminutive size demands an 
intimacy, while the fine detail encourages a heightened level of attention. Not only is there an empathy with the 
artist’s hand in forming the objects, but the works set the viewer on a course of intense perusal that accentuates the 
act of looking.  

In the recent Sydney Biennale: You Imagine What You Desire, Hinkley installed 7 sculptures in the sandstone 
architecture of Cockatoo Island.  Dwarfed by their surroundings, these objects required the viewer to seek them out 
and played against the culture of spectacle that so often accompanies exhibitions of this scale. Their minute, slightly 
alien form acted as a foil to the grand natural environment —making both seem equally out of context—with the 
sculptures acting as a key that opened up the environment to an equal level of scrutiny.

Hinkley’s earlier drawings drew their influence from the marks already present, forming absent-minded doodles that 
could easily be missed; a fine constellation of dots forms a bruise on a newspaper clipping; a graphic covers a scrap 
from a magazine.  Later works benefit from a relief transfer—bringing attention back to the object.  

Each jewel-like work in the current exhibition, although cast from a mould, is unique and calls on the viewer to both 
study the differences in pigmenting and pattern, and the inherent sculptural intrigue of 21st century debris. These 
new works are the synthesis of the many strands of Hinkley’s practice, combining drawing, design and sculpture.

Matt Hinkley was born in Narrendra in 1976 and currently lives and works in Melbourne. This is his third solo exhibi-
tion at Sarah Cottier Gallery.  Other recent exhibitions include  Melbourne Now, National Gallery of Victoria, Mebourne 
and Reinventing the Wheel, The Readymade Century, Monash University Museum of Art, Melbourne.


